On many video websites, the recommendation is implemented as a prediction problem of video-user pairs, where the videos are represented by text features extracted from the metadata. However, the metadata is manually annotated by users and is usually missing for online videos. To train an effective recommender system with lower annotation cost, we propose an active learning approach to fully exploit the visual view of videos, while querying as few annotations as possible from the text view. On one hand, a joint model is proposed to learn the mapping from visual view to text view by simultaneously aligning the two views and minimizing the classification loss. On the other hand, a novel strategy based on prediction inconsistency and watching frequency is proposed to actively select the most important videos for metadata querying. Experiments on both classification datasets and real video recommendation tasks validate that the proposed approach can significantly reduce the annotation cost.
Introduction
Video service providers usually have a huge video corpus and billions of users. Video recommender system plays an important role in helping users discover content that they are interested in among so many videos. Traditional video recommender systems are mostly based on collaborative filtering [Baluja et al., 2008] , which provides users with videos that have been watched by other users whose preferences are similar. However, collaborative filtering is less suitable for online videos due to the cold-start problem. Recently, content-based video recommendation [Cui et al., 2014] has attracted more research interests, where a classification model is trained to predict whether a user is interested in a video or not. After the prediction, the system will produce a list of videos for a specific user according to the predicted scores. To train the recommendation model, a large set of video-user pairs are collected and labeled, where the class label indicates whether the user watched the video or not. Figure 1 shows an example of the video-user pairs. Each video can be represented by plentiful features from multiple views. The visual view consists of visual features extracted from video frames, and features in the text view are mainly extracted from the metadata of the video, including the title, tags, comments, etc. The user is represented with profile features including watching history, search token, demographics and so on. Finally, there is a class label recording the user action on this video. The example will be labeled as positive if the user watched this video, and negative otherwise.
It is well known that there is a semantic gap between the low-level visual features and the high-level class labels [Lee et al., 2018] . Instead, the text features extracted from metadata describe the semantic information of the video and are expected to provide more effective representation. Therefore, in many real recommender systems, the text view is employed to represent the videos in the training data, while leaving the visual view less exploited. Unfortunately, the metadata is unavailable or incomplete for so many online videos [Davidson et al., 2010] . On the Internet, a vast amount of usergenerated-content (UGC) accounts for a large proportion of the video corpus. Users may simply upload videos, but are not willing to manually annotate their metadata in detail. This will result in serious missing of the text view, and further lead to the lack of training data for recommender systems. If we want to collect sufficient high-quality training data, the metadata of a huge number of videos needs to be annotated or refined by human experts, which will lead to high annotation cost since this process is time-consuming and laborious.
To overcome this challenge, we propose a Multi-View Active Learning (MVAL) approach to reduce the annotation cost by selectively querying the metadata for most informative examples. In traditional active learning, existing methods focus on querying the class labels to reduce labeling costs. Different from that, in video recommendation tasks, class labels can be easily obtained by recording the watching actions of users. So all examples are naturally labeled. Instead, the text view of videos is seriously missing and expensive to obtain. We thus propose a novel approach to query text features. Specifically, we first learn a mapping function from the visual view to the text view (V2T) to fully exploit the visual features. By jointly minimizing the reconstruction error and the classification loss, these two views are incorporated in a supervised way. Then based on this trained V2T mapping, a novel criterion is proposed to simultaneously consider the prediction inconsistency and watching frequency for selecting the most informative examples. By querying the text view of videos with large inconsistency and high frequency, the model performance can be effectively boosted with less annotation.
The main contributions of this work are summarized as follows:
• A multi-view active learning framework for video recommendation is proposed. It actively queries the missing view of selected examples, which is a novel setting different from existing studies that focus on querying the class labels.
• An effective algorithm MVAL is proposed to reduce the annotation cost, which on one hand fully exploits the visual view with supervised information, and on the other hand, integrate the prediction inconsistency with frequency to select the most informative examples.
• Experiments are performed on classification benchmark datasets as well as real video recommendation tasks. The results demonstrate that the proposed approach can achieve effective performance with significant lower annotation cost.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We review related work in Section 2 and introduce the proposed method in Section 3. Section 4 reports the experiments, followed by the conclusion in Section 5.
Related Work
Recommendation algorithms can be generally categorized into two groups: content-based filtering and collaborative filtering [Chen et al., 2018] . Content-based method recommends items whose content may meet the users' interests [Cui et al., 2014] while collaborative filtering recommends items that other similar users prefer [Baluja et al., 2008] . The performance of content-based video recommendation heavily relies on user-annotated metadata, i.e., the text view of videos [Siersdorfer et al., 2009] . To overcome the serious missing of metadata, some studies try to apply computer vision techniques for automatic video annotation [Siersdorfer et al., 2009] . However, these methods can only predict some object-level labels instead of a detailed description and the results are far from satisfactory due to the lack of training data compared with the large variations of the video semantic concepts [Song et al., 2005] , as well as the large gap between low-level features and high-level semantics [Lee et al., 2018] .
Active learning is a primary approach to reduce labeling cost [Settles, 2012] . It progressively queries the labels of the most useful examples and tries to train an effective model with fewer queries. Traditional studies focused on designing a selection criterion such that selected instances can improve the model performance maximally [Huang et al., 2014] . Although many effective criteria are proposed [Tong and Koller, 2001; Huang and Zhou, 2013] , they are designed for traditional classification tasks, and cannot be applied to video recommendation tasks, where the metadata instead of class label need to be queried. Several studies try to apply active learning methods for recommendation tasks [Rubens et al., 2015] . However, different from our work, previous methods focus on querying intersections between users and items to address notorious cold-start problem [Houlsby et al., 2014] .
The multi-view learning framework is firstly formalized by [Blum and Mitchell, 1998 ]. Co-Testing is a multi-view active learning method, which queries the labels of unlabeled examples on which the views predict a different label [Muslea et al., 2006] . Theoretical analysis proves that the sample complexity of multi-view active learning has an exponential improvement . To the best of our knowledge, there is no active learning study for querying the missing features in multi-view tasks. its text view. In content-based recommender system, a classification model f is trained based on the dataset R, by taking
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as an input instance and y ij as its output label. After training the model, given a new instance x = [v T , u], the model prediction f (x) estimates how likely the user u is interested in watching the video v.
As discussed previously, the text view v T i of a video is extracted from the metadata, which is usually missing because it requires users to manually annotate. We denote by A a small set of annotated videos, where the visual and text view are both available for each video. Similarly, we have a large set U consists of unannotated videos, where only the visual view is available, while text features are missing. We denote by R A the user action records on videos in A and R U the user action records on videos in U respectively. In real recommender systems, the model is trained based on the text view, and leaves the visual view less exploited because it can not well reflect the semantic information of the video. Obviously, if we simply train the model f based on the annotated set A, the limited number of training examples will lead to poor performance. We thus propose to actively select the most important examples from the unannotated set U to query their text view, and then add them into the training set. In this way, the model f can be boosted effectively with less annotation cost. The key task is to decide which videos in U should be selected to query their text features.
It is well accepted in active learning that querying the most informative examples will contribute most to the classification model. The informativeness is typically estimated based on the prediction of the current model. For example, the uncertain examples with lower prediction confidence are expected to be more informative. Obviously, this strategy cannot be applied to our setting. Note that our model f is trained based on the text view, it is thus even impossible to get the prediction for the videos in U because their text view is missing. We thus need to exploit the visual view to make a bridge for estimating the informativeness of the unannotated videos.
In the rest of this section, we will first propose a visual to text (V2T) mapping to exploit the visual view, and then present an active learning criterion to select the most informative videos for text view annotation.
Visual to Text Mapping
To exploit the visual features for videos without text view, we learn a V2T mapping function e to connect the two views. Based on this mapping function, we can get the outputs as the approximated text features of unannotated videos. These approximated features, of course, are not effective enough to directly train the recommender classifier f , however, they can act as a bridge to provide the possibility of estimating the informativeness for unannotated videos.
A straightforward way to learn the mapping function e is to minimize the reconstruction error between the ground-truth text features and the transformed features. Noticing that we have an initial small set of annotated videos A with both views, then the objective function can be formalized as:
where 1 is the loss function to calculate the error between transformed text features and ground-truth features. Obviously, it is less likely that the mapping function e can be well trained as in Eq. (1), given that there is only a small number of annotated videos in A. Noticing that the class labels are naturally available for all video-user pairs and inspired by [Huang et al., 2018] , we utilize this supervised information to guide the training of e. T are available, and thus e can be optimized by minimizing Eq. (1). Furthermore, the supervised information included in video-user action labels can be employed to guide the V2T mapping. As introduced previously, the classification function f is a mapping from text feature space to the user action label space and thus can be utilized to inversely transfer the user action label information for text feature optimization. For example, given a record with its visual features v V i , user features u j and action label y ij , we denote byv T i its transformed text feature vector by V2T mapping. Assuming the classifier f is reliable, if the predictionŷ ij = f (v T i , u j ) is far away from the ground-truth label y ij , then it is more likely that the feature vectorv T is not accurately recovered. Based on this motivation, we propose to minimize the empirical classification error for optimizing the V2T mapping. Formally, we have the following objective function:
where 2 is the loss function to calculate the classification error. Note here both the V2T mapping e and the classification model f are to be optimized. It can be observed that videos without text view can also be used, and thus significantly expand the training set for learning the mapping function.
Finally, we integrate the two objective functions into one
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where λ is a trade-off parameter between transformation loss and classification loss. For the videos in A that have the visual view and text view, they contribute to the transformation loss and the classification loss both. For the other videos, they are utilized along with the user action records to minimize the classification loss. In our implementation, we simply employ the quadratic loss l(y,ŷ) = (y −ŷ) 2 for both 1 and 2 . In the training phase, the V2T mapping e and classification model f are unified into one neural network, and optimized via back propagation.
Active Selection
In this subsection, we discuss how to actively select the most informative videos from unannotated set U to query their ground-truth text features. With the mapping function e introduced in the previous subsection, we can get the transformed text featuresv T i for each video v i ∈ U , and further can get the predicted labelŷ ij = f (v T i , u j ) with regard to user u j . In our setting, video-user labels are all recorded in advance. If the predictions of a video are more inconsistent with the ground-truth labels (i.e.,ŷ ij = y ij ), then the video is considered to be more uncertain, and may contribute more to the current model after annotation. Specifically, we define the error rate of the predictions over v i as:
where I(·) is the indicator function, and n i denotes the number of records involves v i . Noticing that each video is paired with different users to form multiple records, thus selecting more popular videos will influence more training samples, which will also contribute more to the model improvement. Motivated by this phenomenon, we further define the score S i to estimate the informativeness of the video v i as in Eq. 5:
where f req i is the frequency of occurrence for v i . After evaluating the informativeness for all the videos in U , the ones with the highest S i scores are selected to query their metadata. After that, the text features are extracted and the corresponding examples will be added into the training set to update the recommendation model. This process is repeated until the performance is satisfied or the query budget has run out. The pseudo code of the proposed multi-view active learning method for video recommendation is summarized in Algorithm 1. R: the data set of video-user action records 3:
A: the annotated video set 4:
U : the unannotated video set 5: Process:
Initialize V2T mapping e and classification model f
7:
For: t = 1 : T
8:
For each video v i ∈ U
9:
Calculate informativeness score S i for v i as Eq. (5).
10:

End For
11:
Select a batch of examples Q with the highest scores from U .
12:
Query the text view for the videos in Q.
13:
Add Q to A, and remove Q from U , Update R based on A and U .
14:
Update V2T mapping e and classification model f by minimizing loss function in Eq. (3) 15:
End For
At last, we discuss a more complicated case, where the annotation costs vary among different videos. This is a common case in real tasks. For example, to give tags for a video, the human annotator need to watch the whole video. The length of videos will directly decide the time or cost for annotation. We denote the cost for acquiring text features as C i for video v i . Then an intuitive method to balance the informativeness and annotation cost is to simply divide the S i score by the annotation cost C i . In this case, the videos with high utility but easy to annotate will be preferred during the active selection.
Experiments
To validate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, we perform experiments on both multi-view classification datasets and real video recommendation tasks. All experiments are implemented in python with scikit-learn and PyTorch.
Results on Multi-View Classification Tasks
Firstly, we test the proposed method on two multi-view classification datasets which both contain visual and text views:
• YouTube Multiview Video Games [Madani et al., 2013] .
This dataset contains about 30k instances spread over 30 categories. Each instance is described by 13 feature types, from 3 high-level feature families: text, visual, and auditory feature. In the experiments, we concatenate five visual feature types as visual view and take the text game lda 1000 feature extracted with Latent Dirichlet Allocation as text view.
• Wikipedia Articles [Rasiwasia et al., 2010] . This dataset contains 2,669 articles spread over 10 categories. Every article contains a single image and at least 70 words. The features of the image and the words are regarded as visual and text view respectively. In our experiments, the text view is represented by 10-dim features extracted from words with topic model and the visual view is represented by 128-dim SIFT features of images.
We randomly select 1000 and 100 examples as initial annotated data for two datasets respectively. And the batch size of selection is set as 100 and 20 for two datasets. We repeat the experiments for 10 times and report the average results.
Note that, there are no "users" in classification tasks, so Eq. (2) will degenerate to:
where y i is denoted by the class label of instance v i . Also, the record frequency is identical for all examples, we thus adjust the selection criterion for the classification task by using uncertainty and inconsistency. After the V2T mapping, the uncertainty criterion will select examples with lowest prediction confidence, while the inconsistency criterion selects examples that are misclassified with high confidence. We compare the following active learning methods in the experiments:
• Random. Randomly select examples to query.
• V2T * -uncertainty. The V2T mapping is learnt without supervised information as in Eq. (1); and the examples are selected based on prediction uncertainty.
• MVAL-uncertainty. The proposed method with adjusted uncertainty sampling.
• V2T * -inconsistency. The V2T mapping is learnt without supervised information as in Eq. (1); and the examples are selected based on prediction inconsistency.
• MVAL-inconsistency. The proposed method with adjusted inconsistency sampling. Figure 3 shows the classification accuracy curves of different active learning approaches with varied numbers of queries on two classification datasets. As expected, the random approach is not as effective as active learning approaches. Compared to uncertainty, the inconsistency based active selection achieves better performance on both datasets. When comparing the proposed MVAL approach with the degenerated version V2T
* , it can be observed that no matter which selection criterion applied, the MVAL approach can beat the baseline. This phenomenon validates that the mapping function is better learned by utilizing the supervised information as in Eq.
(1).
Results on Real Video Recommendation
We further test our method on real video recommendation tasks. Three real datasets are collected from Youku 1 , a large video service provider in China. These datasets are about three different video categories: Blooper, Highlight and Trailer. There are 243,219 intersections that 6,680 users have made on 69,790 videos in these datasets. Only when a video is exposed to a user and generate a watching action, a positive label is assigned to it.
For each dataset, we randomly separate it into two subsets, one with 70% examples for training, and the other one with 30% examples for testing. From the training set, we sample 1000 videos as the initial annotated set with both the visual and text view, while the text view is missing for other examples. 100 examples are actively selected for annotation at each iteration. We repeat the random partition for 5 times and report the average results. In this experiment, we use the AUC score to evaluate the performance, which is a commonly used criterion in recommendation tasks.
For the visual view, we follow [Abu-El-Haija et al., 2016 ] to extract visual features from videos using pre-trained models. Specifically, visual features are first extracted at 1-frame-per-second using an Inception-v3 network. We then apply PCA (and whitening) to reduce feature dimensions to 2,048. These frame-level features are eventually aggregated into video-level by average pooling. Regarding the text view, features are defined by averaging word embeddings of refined tags of videos.
For the V2T model, we use a four-layer multi-layer perceptron (MLP). More specifically, the numbers of units in every layer are 2048-1024-512-32. And the model of recommendation is a four-layer MLP too, whose architecture is 64-48-32-1. The optimizer is SGD and the learning rate is 0.01. We split annotated data and unannotated data into 100 batches evenly and respectively. In each iteration, an annotated batch and an unannotated batch are used to train the model. We compare five methods in the experiments:
• Single View. Use visual features of all training data.
• Random. Randomly select instances for query.
• Frequency. Select videos that are most frequent in user action records.
• MVAL-uncertainty. A baseline version of the proposed method, where the videos with largest average uncertainty over all records are selected for query.
• MVAL. The proposed method. Figure 4 presents the AUC score for measuring different methods on three datasets. Note that when there is only one single view, i.e. visual view, even though all training data is used, the accuracy score is quite poor. Although querying most frequent videos is an intuitive strategy, it achieves significantly better results than random query strategy. When combining the V2T mapping with uncertainty sampling, the performance is worse than random query. This indicates that the frequency plays a more important role in MVAL strategy comparing to uncertainty. At last, the proposed approach MVAL achieves the best performance on all of the three datasets. Figure 5 presents the AUC score when the differences in annotation costs among videos are considered in active selection. Here we take the video length as the annotation cost, and simply divide the criterion value by the cost for active selection. It can be observed that the cost-aware selection will further reduce the annotation cost.
Conclusion
In this paper, a novel multi-view active learning approach is proposed for video recommendation. Observing that the text view extracted from video metadata is seriously missing and expensive to obtain, we propose to actively query the missing text features for learning effective recommender systems with lower annotation cost. By simultaneously minimizing the reconstruction error and classification loss, a visual to text mapping function is learned to fully exploit the visual view. Further, the most informative videos are actively selected based on both inconsistency and frequency to reduce the annotation cost. Experiments demonstrate that proposed methods are effective in public datasets as well as real recommendation tasks. In the future, other strategies for active sampling will be studied.
